
UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS

Chapter 7 Recoding Your Data

Religiosity and Political Orientations

At the end of our discussion of frequency distributions, we mentioned that
frequency tables are not particularly useful when you are working with continuous
variables or any variables with a larger number of response categories. As an alter-
native, we suggested you may want to use basic measures of central tendency and
dispersion to describe a distribution. That’s what we did with AGE in Chapter 5.

But often, instead of using statistics to describe a variable, we want to use a
set of meaningful groupings that suit our research. Even when we know our
respondents’ exact ages, it may be more useful to group them in categories such
as “young,” “middle,” and “older.” The groups are formed by collapsing and
recoding the categories of the variable. Those of you who have worked with fre-
quency distributions may recognize that what we are doing is similar to the cre-
ation of a grouped frequency distribution. Only in this case, it is much easier
because we have SPSS to assist in the process.

SPSS can be instructed to combine adjacent categories using the Recode com-
mand. Recoding is a technique that allows us to combine or group two or more cat-
egories of a variable together in order to simplify the process of analysis. When we
recode, we can take a variable such as ATTEND with nine valid categories and com-
bine them to create four categories (or fewer). Recoding is a useful technique to mas-
ter for several reasons. In addition to helping us create tables that are easier to read
and identify patterns in responses, it also enables us to group continuous data into
categories so that we don’t present our readers with an excessively long table. If you
don’t believe this could be a problem, try imagining the size of a table relating our
DEMO file variables EDUC and AGE! Recoding takes several steps. While it may
take a little time to get used to the process of recoding, if you follow along with the
demonstrations below and practice them using the Lab Exercises, you should get
the hang of it quickly. If you have trouble recalling the steps at first, don’t worry, you
will have plenty of opportunities to practice recoding in later chapters and exercises.

Demonstration 7.1: Modifying Variables With Recode:
ATTEND �� CHATT

Throughout this chapter, we will use a number of variables from the DEMO file
that you have worked with in previous chapters, beginning with ATTEND.
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You may recall that ATTEND measures how often the respondent attends
religious services. To help refresh your memory, go ahead and run a frequency
distribution for this variable. You should get a table that matches the one below.

104 Adventures in Social Research

1 Because the Student Version of SPSS limits the number of variables that can be used to 50, you might want to save
the recode under the same name. It’s okay to do this if you save the modified data set later under a different name
(e.g., DEM01.SAV). That way, you can reopen one of the modified data sets or you can retrieve the original data in
its unrecoded form.

The recoding process will allow us to make this variable more manageable
by combining adjacent categories. The result will be a new variable with four as
opposed to nine response categories. When we are done, you will be able to com-
pare the frequency for the new variable with the frequency table you just ran and
see the difference firsthand.

To begin this process, select Transform, and then from the drop-down menu,
click Recode. SPSS now asks if you want to replace the existing values of the vari-
ables with the new, recoded ones. Select Into Different Variables . . . , because we
are going to assign a new name to the new, recoded values.1 SPSS now presents
you with the following screen, in which to describe the recoding you want.
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In the variable list at left, find and select ATTEND. To transfer ATTEND to the
Input Variable → “Output Variable:” field, either double-click on ATTEND or
click on the arrow to the right of the variable list.

Notice that you need to tell SPSS what you would like to name the new,
recoded variable. You can accomplish this easily in the section of the window
called Output Variable.

Let’s name the recoded variable CHATT (for CHurch ATTendance). Type
CHATT into the space provided for the Output Variable Name and then label
the variable (perhaps Recoded Church Attendance). When you are done, click the
Change button. As you can see in the middle field, SPSS will now modify the
entry to read ATTEND � CHATT.
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Thus far, we have created a new variable, but we haven’t entered any data
into it. We initiate this final step by clicking the Old and New Values button. Now
SPSS presents you with the following window:

The left side of this window provides us with several options for specifying the
old values we want to recode. The first, which SPSS has selected as a default, lets
us specify a single value on the old variable such as 8 (More than once a week).
A more efficient option, for our present purposes, is found farther down the list,
letting us specify a range of values. (Remember, to find the numerical codes
assigned to ATTEND, you can use one of the several options discussed earlier.)
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In our manual collapsing of categories on this variable earlier, you’ll recall
that we combined the values 6 (Nearly every week), 7 (Every week), and 8 (More
than once a week). We can accomplish the same thing now by clicking the first
“Range:” button and entering 6 and 8 in the two boxes.

At the top of the right side of the window, notice that there is a space for you
to enter the new value for this combination of responses. Let’s recode it 1. Enter
that number in the box provided, as shown below:
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2 For a brief overview of the difference between “System- or-user missing” and “System-missing,” right-click on
either term and after a moment a brief explanation will be displayed on your screen.

Once you’ve added the recode value, notice that the Add button just below
it is activated. Where it was previously grayed out, it is now a clear black and
available for use. Click it.

This action causes the expression “6 thru 8 � 1” to appear in the field. We’ve
given SPSS part of its instructions. Now let’s continue.

Click Range again, and now, let’s combine values 4 (Once a month) and 5
(Two to three times a month). Give this new combined category the value of 2.
Click Add to add it to the list of recodes.

Now combine categories 1 (Less than once a year), 2 (Once a year), and 3
(Several times a year). Recode the new category as 3 and Add it to the list.

Finally, let’s recode 0 (Never) as 4. On the left side of the window, use the
Value button to accomplish this. Enter 0 there, and enter 4 as the new value. Click
on Add.

To tidy up our recoding, we could have SPSS maintain the missing data
values of the original variable. We would accomplish this by clicking System- or
user-missing as an old value (on the left side) and System-missing as the new
value (on the right side), and then clicking on Add.2 Although it is a good prac-
tice to consciously recode every category, in this case it is not necessary. Any
cases that were not covered by the range of the old values would be undefined
and treated as missing values.
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Your Recode window should now look like this:
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3 If you used the same variable name, look at ATTEND.

As we wrap up, we should repeat that there are no hard-and-fast rules for
choosing which categories to combine in a recoding process like this. There are,
however, two rules of thumb to guide you: one logical, the other empirical.

First, there is sometimes a logical basis for choosing cutting points at which to
divide the resulting categories. In recoding AGE, for example, it is often smart to
make one break at 21 years (the traditional definition of adulthood) and another
at 65 (the traditional age of retirement). In the case of church attendance, our first
combined category observes the Christian norm of weekly church attendance.

The second guideline is based on the advantage of having sufficient numbers
of cases in each of the combined categories, because a very small category will
hamper subsequent analyses. Ideally, each of the combined categories would have
roughly the same number of cases.

How do you suppose we’d continue the recoding process? Click Continue,
you say? Hey, you may be a natural at this. Do that.

This takes you back to the Recode into Different Variables window. Now that
you’ve completed your specification of the recoding of this variable, all that
remains is to click OK at the bottom of the window. SPSS may take a few seconds
now to accomplish the recoding you’ve specified.

Go to the Data View portion of the Data Editor window now. To see your new
variable, scroll across the columns of the window until you discover CHATT in
the last column used thus far.3 Notice the values listed in the column. Case
number 1 has a value of 2.00 on the new variable, Case numbers 2 and 3 both have
a value of 1.00, Case number 4 has a value of 3.00, and so on.

Now find ATTEND. Notice that Case number 1 has a 4 in ATTEND. That’s
correct because everyone with a 4 or 5 in the original variable was recoded as 2 in
the new one. Similarly, notice that Case number 2 has a 7 in ATTEND. That too is
correct because everyone with a 6, 7, or 8 in the original variable was recoded as
a 1. You can check a few more people if you want to verify that the coding was
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accomplished as we instructed. This is a good idea, by the way, to ensure that you
haven’t made a mistake. (Presumably SPSS doesn’t make mistakes.) The next step
in recoding is to define your new, recoded variable CHATT. We can do this by
accessing the “Variable View” tab. Once you are in Variable View, scroll to the
bottom of your screen until you see CHATT listed in the last row as shown below.
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Remember that the “Variable View” tab stores important information about
each of our variables. Since we just created the variable CHATT, we need to spec-
ify its characteristics.

Let’s begin with the column labeled “Decimals.” Simply point and click on
the cell that corresponds with the column Decimals and the variable CHATT.
Notice that up and down arrows appear on the right side of the cell. Because dec-
imal points are of no use to us in this situation, let’s get rid of them by using the
down arrow to change the number of decimal places to “0” as shown below. Now
move to the column labeled “Width” directly to the left. To do that, click on the
cell that corresponds with the column “Width” and the row “CHATT.” Because
our recoded variable contains codes that range from 1 to 4, the width need only be
set at 1. Again, use the down arrow to change the width to 1.

Recall that when we began the process of recoding, we not only named our
new variable CHATT, but we labeled it “Recoded Church Attendance” (in the
“Recode into Different Variables” dialog box). Consequently, you do not have to
change any of the information in the “Label” column for the variable CHATT.
However, if you want to view the entire label or if you want to change the label,
simply double-click on the cell that corresponds with the column “Label” and the
row “CHATT.” You will notice that the width of the cell increases so you can better
view the entire label and, if you desire, modify the variable label.

The next column, “Values,” is important because it allows us to store labels for
the values of our new variable. To do this, simply click on the right side of the cell
that corresponds with the column “Values” and the variable CHATT. You will
notice that the “Value Labels” box appears on the screen as shown below:
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To add in the values and labels for our new variable, simply type 1 in the
“Value:” box. Recall that this value represents people who originally scored 6
(Nearly every week), 7 (Every week), and 8 (More than once a week). Let’s call this
new, combined category “About Weekly.” Type that description in the “Value
Label:” box and click Add. You can see that the information now appears in the
field below telling us that “1 = About Weekly.” Now enter the remaining value
labels as indicated below. Once you have entered all the value and label informa-
tion (and your screen looks like ours below), click OK.
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If you accidentally add the wrong information, don’t worry. You can delete
the information by highlighting it and clicking Remove as shown below.

The last bit of information of concern to us at this point is the variable’s level
of measurement. We can easily select the appropriate level of measurement by
clicking on the cell that corresponds with the column “Measure” (the last column
on the far right side of your “Variable View” tab) and the row “CHATT.” Notice
that once you point and click on that cell, three options appear representing each
of the levels of measurement: Nominal, Ordinal, and Scale (Interval/Ratio). Use
the down arrow and your mouse to select the appropriate level of measurement
(in this case, “Ordinal”).
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Now that we have used the “Variable View” tab to define our variable, let’s
review the results of our recoding process. We can do this most easily through the
use of the now familiar Frequencies command. Once you have accessed the
“Frequencies” dialog box, scroll down the variable list. You’ll see that CHATT is
now included in the list (in alphabetical order).

Once you have found CHATT, go ahead and run a frequency distribution for
the variable CHATT. Your table should be similar to the one shown in the screen
below.
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Notice how much more manageable the recoded variable is. Now we can use
the recoded variable in our later analyses.

Summary of Steps Involved in Recoding

Step 1: Preparing to Recode a Variable

■ Identify which variable you want to recode [i.e., ATTEND].
■ Run a frequency distribution for the variable you want to recode to see its

current coding [as we did with ATTEND].
■ Figure out which values you want to combine to create the new variable

[as we did with ATTEND]. Keep in mind the loose guidelines for recoding
discussed earlier. You should also consider the level of measurement for
your new recoded variable because it will impact the type of statistical
analyses you can perform.
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Many of us find it helpful to make a list of the old values and new values with
their labels before we start the recoding process. Here’s what we did for ATTEND.
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Old Variable Attend New Variable Chatt

Value Label Value Label

0 Never 4 Never
1 Less Than Once a Year
2 Once a Year 3 Seldom 
3 Several Times a Year
4 Once a Month
5 2-3 Times a Month 2 About Monthly
6 Nearly Every Week
7 Every Week 1 About Weekly
8 More Than Once a Week

■ Decide on a name and label for your new (recoded) variable [i.e, CHATT
for CHurch ATTendance, Recoded Church Attendance].

Step 2: Recoding

Use the SPSS Recode Command to create your new variable [i.e., Transform
Recode � Into Different Variables . . . �].

Step 3: Checking Your Recode in the Data Editor

Check your new variable in the Data View portion of the Data Editor to make
sure your recoding was correct.

Step 4: Defining Your Variable

Define your new variable using the “Variable View” tab [i.e., Decimals, Width,
Label, Values, Measure . . .]. 

Step 5: Running a Frequency Distribution

Run a frequency distribution for your new variable to ensure the recoding
was done correctly. 

Demonstration 7.2: Recoding AGE �� AGECAT

The value of recoding is especially evident in the case of continuous interval/ratio
variables such as age and education. Because these types of variables have
so many categories, they are totally unmanageable in some forms of analysis.
Fortunately, we can recode scale variables as easily as we just recoded ATTEND.

Why don’t we go ahead and recode the variable AGE, because in addition to
giving us more practice with recoding, it will also allow us to take advantage of
an additional feature in the recoding process.
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If you follow the steps listed above, you will note that in accordance with
Step 1, we have already identified the variable we want to recode (AGE).

Now take a moment to run a frequency distribution for AGE so you can see
the categories we want to combine. Feel free to look back at the instructions given
earlier in the chapter if you have any problem recalling how to run a frequency
distribution.

In this case, we want to collapse this multitude of categories into four more
manageable categories as follows:

Old Variable AGE New Variable AGECAT

Values Values Labels

18–20 1 Under 21
21–39 2 21–39
40–64 3 40–64
65–89 4 65 and older

Note in this instance that the oldest respondent to the 2004 GSS was 89 years
old. A value of “99” in this case refers to “NA” or people who did not answer the
question, rather than the age of respondents.

In this case, the value of “99” for the variable AGE should be labeled as
“missing.” Go ahead and do that before continuing with the recode. If you have
any problems setting values as “missing,” see the discussion in the previous
chapter.

We will call our new, recoded variable AGECAT (to represent AGE
CATegories) and label the variable “Recoded AGE.” Now we are ready to use the
Recode command to create our new variable.

To do that, simply select Transform → Recode → Into Different
Variables . . . again. Notice that the Recode into Different Variables . . . window
still has our recoding of ATTEND. Clear the boards by clicking Reset at the
bottom of the window.

Then, select AGE and move it to the Input Variable window. Name the new
variable AGECAT, add the variable label, and click Change. Now you can select
Old and New Values . . . to tell SPSS how to recode.

In recoding AGE, we want to make use of Range again, but for our first
recode, check the option that specifies “Range, LOWEST through value:.” This
will ensure that our youngest category will include the youngest respondents.
Enter 20 in the box, specify the new value as 1, and click on Add.

You may also want to take advantage of the other Range option, “Range,
value through HIGHEST:.” When you do this, however, beware! Although
the “Range:” lowest and highest specifications are handy, they must be used
with care. If we hadn’t run a frequency distribution for AGE and checked on
our missing values, we could easily specify “65 through highest” as the
range and not notice that in this case 99 refers to NA. As a result, we may
run the risk of including 10 people who didn’t specify their ages as 65 years and
older.

Now do what you have to do to create the remaining recode instructions indi-
cated below:
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Click Continue to return to the main Recode window and then OK to make
the recoding changes.

Now go to the Data View portion of the Data Editor and you should see your
new, recoded variable, AGECAT, in the rightmost column. Check it out.

To complete the recode process, follow Steps 3 and 4. Check your new vari-
able AGECAT against the old variable AGE in Data View and then define AGE-
CAT in Variable View.

When defining your variable, remember to set your Decimals to “0” and your
Width to “1.” Then list the values and labels for your recoded variable AGECAT
and select the appropriate level of measurement (in this case, Ordinal) as shown
below:
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Once you’ve completed the recoding and labeling, check the results of your
labors by following Step 5 and running a frequency distribution for your new
variable AGECAT. Notice that AGE may still be in the list of variables to be
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Writing Box 7.1

The largest percentage of respondents to the 2004 GSS is between the ages of 40 and 64 (46%). This
is followed by 36% of respondents who are 21 to 39. Only 13% of respondents are retirement age
(65 and older), while just 5% are ages 21 or younger.

SPSS Command 7.1: Recoding a Variable

Click Transform � Compute � Into Different Variables . . . � Highlight name
of variable to be recoded � Click on right-pointing arrow OR double-click on
variable name �

In Output Variable field name and label new variable � Click Change � Click
Old and New Values . . . �

Choose option for specifying old values you want to recode (i.e., Range,
etc . . . ) � Enter old value codes � enter new value recodes � click Add �
[Repeat this step until all old values are recoded] � Click Continue � OK �

To define new, recoded variable: Select  “Variable View” tab � identify new,
recoded variable in last row � Click on cells corresponding with new,
recoded variable and the following columns to change Width, Decimals,
Values, and Measure

analyzed. You can place AGE back in the list of abbreviated variable names by
using one of the methods we discussed previously (clicking Reset, double-clicking
AGE, or highlighting AGE and selecting the left-pointing arrow). If you fail to do
this, SPSS will simply calculate and report the frequencies on AGE again.

114 Adventures in Social Research
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Demonstration 7.3: Recoding POLVIEWS �� POLREC

Now that we have recoded ATTEND and AGE, let’s turn to two of the political vari-
ables we examined in the last chapter. You may recall that in Chapter 6 we exam-
ined the respondent’s basic political philosophy using the variable POLVIEWS. We
also looked at the respondent’s party identification using the variable PARTYID.
You may also recall that both of these variables had seven or more valid categories.
In the following two demonstrations, we will us the Recode command to reduce
the number of categories for these variables to a more manageable size.

We will begin with the variable POLVIEWS. Go ahead and run a frequency
table for this variable. Your results should be the same as those below:
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As you can see, POLVIEWS has seven valid categories ranging from
“extremely liberal” to “extremely conservative.” If you simply wanted a measure
of liberals versus conservatives, you might decide to recode the variable into just
three categories: Liberal, Moderate, and Conservative.

Let’s go ahead and do that. We will create a new variable called POLREC by
recoding POLVIEWS as follows:

1 through 3 � 1

4 � 2

5 through 7 � 3

Once you have successfully recoded POLVIEWS, remember to access the
“Variable View” tab and set the decimals, width, values, and appropriate level of
measurement for your new, recoded variable POLREC. In this case, assign new
labels to the values of POLREC as follows:

1 = Liberal

2 = Moderate

3 = Conservative
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To see the results of our recoding, we repeat the Frequencies command with
the new variable POLREC:
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If your screen looks like the one shown above, congratulations! You have mas-
tered the art of recoding and are ready to move ahead. If not, don’t worry, you
may just need to go back and review the steps involved outlined earlier.

Demonstration 7.4: Recoding PARTYID �� PARTY

As a final demonstration, let’s go ahead and recode the variable PARTYID.
You may recall that PARTYID contains eight categories ranging from “Strong

Democrat” to “Other Party.” If you want to refresh your memory, go ahead and
run a frequency table for this variable as shown below: 

As the frequency table shows, there are probably more answer categories here
than we will be able to manage easily. Consequently, we should recode PARTYID
to create a new, less cumbersome measure of party identification called PARTY.

It makes sense to combine the first two categories: the “Strong” and “Not
Strong” Democrats (0 and 1). Similarly, we will want to combine the correspond-
ing Republican categories (5 and 6). Two of the categories, however, need a little
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more discussion: the two Independent groups, who said, when pressed by inter-
viewers, that they were “near” one of the two parties.

Should we combine those near the Democrats with that party, for example, or
should we combine them with the other Independents? There are a number of
methods for resolving this question. For now, however, we are going to choose the
simplest method. As we continue our analyses, it will be useful if we have ample
numbers of respondents in each category, so we will recode with an eye to creat-
ing roughly equal-sized groups. In this instance, that means combining the three
Independent categories into one group (2, 3, and 4). So, let’s recode as follows:

0 through 1 � 1

2 through 4 � 2

5 through 6 � 3

7 � 4

Then, label PARTY as follows: 1 = Democrat, 2 = Independent, 3 =
Republican, 4 = Other. Enter and execute these commands now. Once you’ve
done so, we’ll be ready to create a frequency table and either a pie or bar chart for
the new variable as shown below:
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Writing Box 7.2

Whereas approximately one-third of respondents (34%) to the 2004 GSS are Democrats, only a quar-
ter (25%) describe themselves as “liberal.” On the other hand, 31% of respondents identify with the
Republican Party, but more than 37% describe themselves as “conservative.” More than one-third of
the respondents say they are moderate (38%), and an almost equal number describe themselves as
Independents (34%).

Demonstration 7.5: Saving Changes to Your Data Set

That’s enough work for now. But before we stop, let’s save the work we’ve done
in this session so we won’t have to repeat it all when we start up again.
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The recoding you’ve done so far is being held only in the computer’s volatile
memory. That means that if you leave SPSS right now, all the recoding changes
will disappear. Because we will want to use the recoded variables CHATT, AGE-
CAT, POLREC, and PARTY, there’s a simple procedure that will save us time at
our next session.

DEMO.SAV (or any other file) cannot be saved on the CD-ROM that came
with the text because it is “read only.” If you are sharing a computer with other
users, you should save DEMO.SAV on a removable diskette for safekeeping. If
you are using your own personal computer, you can save your work on your com-
puter’s hard drive.

Keep in mind that whenever you save a file in SPSS (whether you are saving
output or your data set), you are saving only what is visible in the active window.
To save your data set, you need to make sure the Data Editor is the active win-
dow. You can do that by either clicking on DEMO.SAV in the task bar or choos-
ing Window in the menu bar and then selecting DEMO.SAV in the drop-down
menu. Then, go to the File menu and select Save As. From the “Save in:” drop-
down menu at the top of the Save As window, select a location for your data to
be saved, either the diskette drive (usually A:) or the hard drive (usually C:).
Type the name for your file in the File Name window. Although you can choose
any name you wish, in this case we will use DEMOPLUS to refer to the file that
contains both our basic DEMO variables, PLUS our new, recoded variables. Then
click on Save. Now all the variables, including your recodes CHATT and AGE-
CAT, have been saved, and you can leave SPSS with the File → Exit command. If
you open this file the next time you start an SPSS session, it will have all the new,
recoded variables.

SPSS Command 7.2: Saving Changes Made to an Existing Data Set

Make sure the Data Editor is the active window � Click File � Save As �
Select appropriate drive � name your file � Save

Conclusion

Social scientists have a variety of options when it comes to working with data.
While in the previous two chapters we examined variables relating to religious
and political attitudes, we were somewhat restricted. In this chapter, we learned
that while the researchers who collected the GSS data opted to distinguish
between people who go to church “2–3 times a month” and people who go to
church “nearly every week,” using SPSS we can combine adjacent categories and
create a new, more manageable variable. Similarly, while some researchers may
want to know the exact age of respondents, others may want to combine cate-
gories of this variable to create age range categories.

Thankfully, the software we are using allows us to do this fairly easily. By
recoding “into different variables,” we have the luxury of examining the variables
in their original format and combining categories to create a wholly new, more
accessible version as well.
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Main Points

■ When working with continuous variables, one option often used to describe
your distribution is to reduce the number of categories by recoding.

■ Modifying variables on SPSS by combining adjacent categories is called
collapsing.

■ Recoding is particularly useful when you are dealing with continuous
variables or variables with many response categories.

■ There are no “rules” for deciding which categories to combine when you
are recoding. There are, however, two guidelines—one logical and the
other empirical.

■ Before exiting SPSS, don’t forget to save any changes you made to the
existing data set.

Key Terms

Collapsing categories Recode or Recoding

SPSS Commands Introduced in This Chapter |

7.1 Recoding a Variable

7.2 Saving Changes Made to an Existing Data Set

Review Questions

1. What are the two general guidelines you should keep in mind when deciding
how to combine adjacent categories for recoding?

2. It makes most sense to consider recoding if a variable has which of the fol-
lowing characteristics?
a. It is a nominal variable.
b. It is a discrete variable.
c. It is a continuous variable.
d. None of the above.

3. It makes most sense to consider recoding if a variable has which of the fol-
lowing characteristics?
a. It has a small number of response categories.
b. It has a larger number of response categories.
c. It has a large number of missing data.
d. None of the above.

4. If you were going to recode the variable CHILDS, which measures the ideal
number of children, how might you collapse (or combine) the following cate-
gories?
a. None
b. One
c. Two
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d. Three
e. Four
f. Five
g. Six
h. Seven or more
i. As many as you want

5. If you were going to recode the variable PRAY, which measures how often the
respondent prays, how might you collapse (or combine) the following cate-
gories?
a. Several times a day
b. Once a day
c. Several times a week
d. Once a week
e. Less than once a week
f. Never

6. After recoding a variable and going back to the Data Editor window, we rec-
ommend that you access the “Variable View” tab because it allows you to
accomplish what specific task(s)? 

7. After recoding, which SPSS procedure gives you the best way to check your
new, recoded variable?

8. In order to save your data file, which SPSS window should be the “active
window”?
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SPSS LAB EXERCISE 7.1

NAME ______________________________________________________________________

CLASS ______________________________________________________________________

INSTRUCTOR ______________________________________________________________________

DATE ______________________________________________________________________

To complete the following exercises, you need to open the EXER.SAV file. You can find answers to selected
SPSS Lab 7.1 Exercises (#1–9, 11) in Appendix B.

1. What does the variable IMMAMECO measure (hint: check the variable label)?

2. Produce a frequency distribution for the variable IMMAMECO and use your findings to
fill in the blanks below. Before you begin, make sure you define the values 0, 8, and 9 as
“missing.”

Valid Percent

1 Strongly agree __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2 Agree ____________________________________________________________________________ 

3 Neither __________________________________________________________________________

4 Disagree _________________________________________________________________________

5 Disagree strongly ________________________________________________________________

3. Now follow these steps to recode the variable IMMAMECO.

■ Recode the variable IMMAMECO to create a new variable RECIMMA (recoded
IMMAMECO) as follows:

Old Variable IMMAMECO New Variable RECIMMA

Values Labels Values Labels

1 Agree strongly
2 Agree 1 Agree

3 Neither agree nor disagree 2 Neither

4 Disagree
5 Disagree strongly 3 Disagree

Use the Recode command to create your new, recoded variable RECIMMA.
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SPSS LAB EXERCISE 7.1 (CONTINUED)

NAME ______________________________________________________________________

CLASS ______________________________________________________________________

INSTRUCTOR ______________________________________________________________________

DATE ______________________________________________________________________

■ Define your new variable.
Run a frequency distribution for the variable RECIMMA, then list the valid per-

centages for each category below.

Valid Percent

1 Agree ____________________________________________________________________________ 
2 Neither __________________________________________________________________________
3 Disagree _________________________________________________________________________

4. Print out your frequency table, attach it to this sheet, then write a brief analysis of your
table below:

5. What does the variable NEWS measure (hint: check the variable label)? 

6. Produce a frequency distribution for the variable NEWS and use your findings to fill in the
blanks below. Before you begin, make sure you define the values 0, 8, and 9 as “missing.”

Valid Percent

1 Every day ________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2 Few times a week __________________________________________________________________________________________
3 Once a week __________________________________________________________________________________________
4 Less than once a week ________________________________________________________________________________
5 Never__________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________

7. Now follow these steps to recode the variable NEWS.

■ Recode the variable NEWS to create a new variable RECNEWS (recoded NEWS) as follows:

Old Variable IMMAMECO New Variable RECIMMA

Values Labels Values Labels

1 Every day 1 Few times a week or more
2 Few times a week

3 Once a week 2 Once a week or less

4 Less than once a week
5 Never 3 Never

Use the Recode command to create your new, recoded variable RECNEWS.
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SPSS LAB EXERCISE 7.1 (CONTINUED)

NAME ______________________________________________________________________

CLASS ______________________________________________________________________

INSTRUCTOR ______________________________________________________________________

DATE ______________________________________________________________________

■ Define your new variable.
Run a frequency distribution for the variable RECNEWS, then list the valid per-

centages for each category below.

Valid Percent
1 Once a week ______________________________________________________________ 
2 Less than once a week ______________________________________________________ 
3 Never ____________________________________________________________________

8. Print out your frequency table, attach it to this sheet, then write a brief analysis of your
table below:

9. What does the variable EDUC measure (hint: check the variable label)?

10. Produce a frequency distribution for the variable EDUC. Print out your frequency distri-
bution and attach it to this sheet. Before you begin, make sure you define the values 97,
98, and 99 as “missing.”

11. Now follow these steps to recode the variable EDUC.

■ Recode the variable EDUC to create a new variable EDCAT (recoded EDUC) as follows:

Old Variable IMMAMECO New Variable RECIMMA

Values Values Labels

0–11 1 Less than high school education
12 2 High school graduate
13–15 3 Some college
16 4 College graduate
17–20 5 Graduate studies and beyond

Use the Recode command to create your new, recoded variable EDCAT.
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SPSS LAB EXERCISE 7.1 (CONTINUED)

NAME ______________________________________________________________________

CLASS ______________________________________________________________________

INSTRUCTOR ______________________________________________________________________

DATE ______________________________________________________________________

■ Define your new variable.
Run a frequency distribution for the variable EDCAT, then list the labels and valid

percentages for each category below.

Labels Valid Percent

1 _______________________________ _______________________________
2 _______________________________ _______________________________
3 _______________________________ _______________________________
4 _______________________________ _______________________________
5 _______________________________ _______________________________

12. Print out your frequency table, attach it to this sheet, then write a brief analysis of your
table below:

13. Choose one variable from the EXER file that you want to recode. Then fill in the informa-
tion requested below.
a. Name of the variable that is being recoded ______________________ 
b. Run a frequency table for this variable, attach a copy to this sheet, and describe the

frequency table below: 

c. List the categories of the variable and indicate how you will collapse them below:

d. Name of the new variable you are creating. ______________________ 

e. Complete the steps for recoding the variable. 
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SPSS LAB EXERCISE 7.1 (CONTINUED)

NAME ______________________________________________________________________

CLASS ______________________________________________________________________

INSTRUCTOR ______________________________________________________________________

DATE ______________________________________________________________________

f. Run a frequency distribution for your new variable, attach it to this sheet, and describe
the table below: 

14. Save your recoded variables so we can refer back to them later. Save the changes using the
file name EXERPLUS.

15. Access the SPSS Help Feature Tutorial and work your way through the section titled
Modifying Data Values.
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